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Free Math Apps for Elementary Students
by Jane Osborne, Hood River Math TOSA and Jackie Cooke, Gresham-Barlow School District Title I Math Teacher

AT THE 50TH NORTHWEST MATH CONFERENCE in Portland this last October, Jane and I were excited to attend a 
presentation by Tim and Leslie Pelton on using Apps for iPads or iTouches in the classroom. The presenters 

showed us some wonderful free apps available from Mathtappers! for download. I was hooked and wanted to 
know about more math resources like the ones we’d been introduced to in this session. It is overwhelming to visit 
the App Store with its huge number of educational apps available. So, I wrote to Jane and then surveyed a few 
other teachers I know who are using these tools to enrich their math curriculum. Which ones have we found that 
are good? This article will provide a partial list. If you have multiple iPads in a classroom, and you download an 
app, you can set them up to all be synced to your account. Then the app will automatically be downloaded to all 
the iPads in your set at the same time. In the list below, we have only considered free apps. There are other ver-
sions of many of the apps on the list below. Often the lite version is the one that is provided for a free download 
but another version with lots more bells and whistles is available for a cost. There are many other apps we did 
not include in the list below that are good and reasonably priced, some as cheap as 99¢. But in this time of tight 
budgets we thought free was indeed a very good price. The following are our favorites for now: 
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Mathtappers! Multiples: Multiples is a simple game 
designed fi rst to help learners to make sense of multi-
plication and division with whole numbers, and then 
to support them in developing fl uency while main-
taining accuracy.

Mathtappers! Estimate Fractions: 
Fraction Estimation is designed to 
help learners to build their intuitive 
understanding of fractions by help-
ing them to relate fractions (both 
symbols and pictures) to the nearest 
half (e.g., 0, ½ 1, 1½, 2, etc.) and then to extend their 
understanding by challenging them to use fraction es-
timates in addition and subtraction problems. 

Mathtappers! Find Sums: Find Sums is a simple 
game designed to help learners to make sense of ad-
dition (and subtraction as a related operation), and 
then to support them in developing accuracy and im-
proving their speed.

Mathtappers! Clockmaster: Clockmaster is a game 
to help children make the connec-
tion between hours and minutes 
and to help them become fl uent in 
both reading and setting time on 
digital and analog clocks

Mathtappers! Numberline: Numberline is a learning 
game that challenges players to fi nd the locations of 
numbers on a number line. This game allows players 
to develop their understanding of our number sys-

tem and their proportional reasoning skills by giving 
them an opportunity to consider the relative posi-
tions of whole, integer and real numbers. 

Mathtappers! Equivalents: The Equivalents app 
challenges players to fi nd groups of tiles (pairs or 
triples) showing equivalent fractions, decimals and/
or percents. To assist the player, the game can display 
a number line, a 100-grid or a pie chart showing the 
value of the initial fraction selected.

Mathtappers! Carbon Choices: Students do math 
in a real life context with this app. Carbon Choices 
is designed to help students become more aware of 
the amount of C02 equivalent (C02 e) pollution intro-
duced by their lifestyle choices. 

Nine Gaps Lite: Nine Gaps Lite is an electronic varia-
tion of Benjamin Franklin’s Magic Squares. The play-
er is challenged to position the digits one through 
nine onto a 3-by-3 equations grid such that all of the 
equations formed (horizontal and vertical) are true. 

Addition Coach: Addition Coach is a perfect app for 
beginner mathematicians. It shows the relationship 
between objects and numbers.

Pig Dice: Pig Dice is a very simple 
jeopardy dice game in which two 
players race to reach 100 points, but 
watch out for those ones!
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Math Puppy Bingo: Math Puppy consists of two math 
skills building games, Math Bingo and Math Challenge. 
As in Bingo, the goal of Math Bingo is to fi ll a complete 
row or column with math puppies. Each time you an-
swer a question correctly, you get to fi ll one spot. The 
goal of Math Challenge is to become 
a math expert by answering as many 
questions correctly as you can. In ad-
dition to the two games, you also get 
a standard calculator. The free ver-
sion practices subtraction only.

Motion Math Zoom: In this game, students play with 
numbers — they’ll have a blast zooming through the 
number line as they master place value.

LetsTans Lite: LetsTans delivers a totally new experi-
ence of the captivating tangram puzzles.

PopMath Lite: A fun math game that helps with the 
memorization of math facts. It’s easy to use and quick 
to learn. Students pop balloon pairs to add together for 
a particular sum.

123 Number Magic: This app helps kindergarten and 
fi rst graders to strengthen number concepts from 1 to 
10 while having fun!

Math Drills Lite: I always found math to be easiest 
when I knew a few tricks to help me solve equations. 
Math Drills lite provides kids with a selection of drills 
that focus on basic addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion and division. However, besides just offering a set 
of drills, each problem is accompanied by a visual aid 
or trick to help players solve the equation. Math Drills 
Lite plays to the strengths of various learning styles, 
making it a pretty great math app.

Kids Math Fun ~ Kindergarten: Tailored toward the 
Kindergarten learner, this segment of the Kids Math 
Fun app series provides practice that is intended to 
build young students’ math confi dence. How so? Only 
grade-level appropriate equations, such as single digit 
addition and subtraction, are included in the app. To 
play, children and parents can adjust settings to in-
clude timed tests, “do overs,” and score tracking within 
the kid-friendly display. The Kindergarten level is the 
only app available for a free download, but the rest of 
the grade levels through 5th grade are available for a 
small charge.

Rocket Math Free: Rocket Math is an appropriate free 
math app for children of all ages. With various sec-
tions, children are able to practice basic mathematical 

functions, or work on telling time, handling money 
and identifying three-dimensional shapes. As players 
successfully complete math problems, all of which are 
formatted into game-like interfaces, they earn virtual 
money. That money can then be used to build a per-
sonalized rocket ship! This one offers a great mix of 
play and learning, all in one.

Basic Math: Most appropriate for elementary-aged 
students, Basic Math offers a simple platform for par-
taking drills to perfect addition, subtraction, multi-
plication and division skills. After the settings within 
the app have been personalized to include the desired 
equations and number of problems, players get to work 
solving equations by selecting the correct answer from 
a selection of three options. At the end of each drill, 
children and their parents, tutors or teachers are able to 
assess the progress of students by checking out a report 
of correct and incorrect answer.

Mad Math Lite: Although this is a lite version of a paid 
app, Mad Math Lite offers plenty of opportunity for 
kids to practice their basic math functions. As each 
question is presented, players must enter the correct 
answer via a calculator-like answer 
pad. Why is this so helpful? Instead of 
being allowed to use multiple choice 
options as a crutch for guessing, kids 
are required to come up with an an-
swer independently.

Telling Time Little Match Ups: A fun matching game 
to tell time — fully customizable too.

Khan Academy: Khan Academy is a non-profi t video 
channel with over 1,000 videos covering topics rang-
ing from high school math and science to banking 
and venture capital. Profi ts from this app will go to 
support Khan Academy on its mission to create valu-
able content.

Rush Hour Free: This is the original sliding block Traf-
fi c Jam puzzle, brought to you by the company who 
created it.

Counting Coins: Counting Coins lets you practice 
working with U.S. pennies, nickels, dimes, and quar-
ters. You can play in four modes:

Counting Bills and Coins: Counting Bills & Coins lets 
you practice identifying and solving math problems 
with money. Count, match, and make change with 
coins up to quarters and bills up to $20. Practice money 
skills in fi ve unique activities:

Math Apps
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My Most Memorable Student
by Jim Specht, Retired Math Teacher, San Juan Island, Washington

KHAI PHOUTINANE WAS BORN IN LAOS. As a young man, 
he trained to be a Buddhist monk. He spent much 

of his life fasting in those days, and he spent long peri-
ods of time in meditation. His hair was shorn, as that 
was a symbol of human vanity. His is the Hmong tribe, 
and during the Southeast Asian wars of the 1960s and 
70s, his people sided with the Americans, sometimes 
fi ghting for them and also sheltering American pilots 
who had been shot down by the Communists. After 
the war ended, the Pathet Lao went from village to vil-
lage, seeking out and killing all of those who had been 
friends of the Americans. Khai fl ed from his village to 
a refugee camp in Thailand in the dead of night with 
no money and only the clothes on his back. There he 
remained until fi nally a church in Minnesota spon-
sored him to come to America.

When Khai fi rst came to Minneapolis, he felt him-
self to be pretty much a stranger in a strange land. 
Minnesota would be among the American states 
least like his homeland. To help facilitate the infl ux 
of Asians into the Minneapolis schools, his spon-

sors arranged a job for him as an interpreter with the 
school system. Many Laotian and Vietnamese chil-

Khai Phoutinane with his family

Crunch (24) Lite: Like the game of 24. Good for prac-
ticing order of operations.

PearlDiver: Throw on your diving helmet, and head 
into the depths of the sea! Dive amidst shipwrecks and 
sunken ruins for the valuable pearls, maybe even the 
elusive black pearl. But watch out for that pesky elec-
tric eel! Students are given a segment of a number line 
and have to dive to the correct position of the identi-
fi ed number.

KosmicMath Lite: KosmicMath is a mathematical drill 
instruction application built to support and reinforce 
mathematical tables and educational scope & sequence 
requirements covering Preschool through 4th grade. 

Frac Factory: Enter the Fraction Factory and use your 
math skills to place fractions into their correct posi-
tions on a number line. When the game begins, frac-
tion gears will move across the screen on a conveyor 

belt. Use your fi nger and drag the fraction gear to 
where you think they should go on the number line at 
the top of the screen. 

Math Blaster: The MathBlaster app is a new twist on 
a computer software and Web site game that has been 
around for a long time. In this game, 
players shoot the spaceship with 
the correct answer while navigating 
to avoid an alien attack. As players 
progress through the levels, the Math 
diffi culty increases and the alien 
ships get faster. Each level is locked until the previous 
level is completed. 

Multiply Wiz Free: This app is a great tool to use for 
kids to do multiplication drills the fun way and still 
have them become very good at multiplication, which 
is an important life skill.
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